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Snmmary. --We study the predictions for the axial couplings following from the use of the mi~ng operator U(Z), previously introduced to tilt the axial charges of SU e in the physical ones. The quantum number (--1)~+'s, where • and L 3 are the Oa angular momentum and its third component, is shown to be conserved. From the properties of Z further predictions can be achieved as the D/F ~ for the 89 baryon octet in general agreement with experiment. The presence in nature of SUe @ 03 hadron supermultiplets (1) has been connected to the SU3 @SU3 algebra (2) described by the vector and axial (*) To speed up publication, the authors of this paper have agreed to not receive the proofs for correction.
(1) F. Gi~sl~Y and L. A. RADICATI: Phys. Re~. Left., 13, 173 (1964) 125, 1067 (1962) ; Physics, 1, 63 (1964) .
charges. In fact, the identification of these charges, in the P~ = c~ frame of reference, with the SUe generators gives the righ commutation rules, since
Moreover, the axial charge defined in (lb) transforms like 1 + under JP ('), as it is strictly required for the diagonal matrix elements; in general, such a behaviour is consistent with the negative normality of the axial charge.
The couplings computed by eq. (lb) arc larger than the experimental ones inside the SUe (~ 03 supermultiplets and vanish elsewhere; this is in qualitative agreement with the fact that the largest contributions in the AdlerWeisberger (~) sum rule come from the nucleon and the JV*(1236) resonance. However, since an important role is played by higher states, it is reasonable to conceive eq. (lb) as a zero-order approximation, while the physical axial charge is obtained through a suitable mixing of the different S U~ 0 03 multiplets.
In this direction, some attempts (5) have been made within a finite set of states with the reasonable hope to get right predictions at least for the matrix elements of the J5 = 0 multiplet. To obey the AJ-----1 rule for the diagonal matrix elements, the mixing should concern only states with equal angular momentum (not necessarily same parity) and should be independent of helicity; this leads to vanishing couplings between states with J different by more than one unit, for instance the nucleon and the ~-~+J. To overcome this difficulty people looked (~) for a suitable relying procedure concerning an infinite set of (*) J and P are the angular momentum and parity defined in the P~ = co frame (~) ; in the following the ~ will be omitted for simplicity. Cimento, 2, 571 (1969) .
